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Abstract
The problems of integration of ammonia electrothermal engines (ETEs) of 0,15N thrust
value with geostationary hydrometeorological spacecraft (SC) "ELECTRO" have been
considered there.
The total mass flows of ETE jet in direction of efflux at a distance of 0,5m from a nozzle
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exit may be as grate as 10 kg/ms as a result of which the pressure around the SC increases
torr. While the density of atmosphere around the SC at the expense of gas
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torr) with total gas
emmission of structural materials is 2,5.10- g/sm (pressure is 0,5*10
up to 5'10

-5

emission rate into full solid angle of 2"102 g/s.
The existance time of H20 condensate film on the SC surface can vary in wide range from
some seconds to several minutes.In the process of light the SC surface is practically free from
the water condensate.
In some cases there can be a significant decrease of control moment efficiency over "Y"
axis (up to three times) due to partial falling of orientation engines jet on solar battery
Spanels (SB). The undesirable effect can be avoided by change of engines arrangement.

Nomenclature
F

= thrust

Isp = specific impuls
P

= pressure

p = density of atmosphere
V

= 'elocity of gas emission

g

= flow of mass

ms

= surface density of mass

gevap = mass velocity of evaporation
t

= time

(Q(ms) = function of surface density of mass

NM = moment
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Propulsion systems (PS) can De considered as one of the principal source of inherent outer
atmosphere (IOA) of spacecraft (together with gas emission of structural elements and leakage
from pressurized container). Therefore, it can be one of potential source of SC contamination
by engines efflux products [1].
Besides, the structural elements can fall within the exhaust jet flow field, because of large
turn angle of gas jet (practically up to 180 degrees) at nozzle edges of engines and, therefore,
emergence of large enough forces and moments can be expected [2].
The ammonia electrothermal engines (ETEs) used in the systems of correction and
orientation are designed for:
- SC transfer on the longitude from injection point to working point;
- initial correction of orbital parametres to eliminate injection errors;
- SC damping after orbital injection;
- regular corrections to eliminate orbital parameters deflecton arising from natural
disturbances;
- unloading of motors-flywheels of altitude control system.
ETE basis parametres: thrust F=0,15N; specific impuls Jsp =2600-2900 Ns/kg.
The use of ETEs on SC "ELECTRO" can lead to mentioned above negative effects.
The general view of SC "ELECTRO" and one of the engines arrangement version are
shown in Fig. and Fig.2 (a,b), respectively.
For given version there had been determined using approximate calculation method he
contribution of engines operation in the forming of SC IOA.
The calculatuion have shown that the total mass of ETE N2 jet (from all components),
which is the main source of IOA forming in the direction of efflux at a distance of 0,Sm from a
nozzle exit may be as great as qy = 10-3 kg/m 2 s.
The pressure arround the increases up to 5.10 -5 torr while the density of inherent outer
atmosphere about the SC at expense of gas emission of structural materials is
p = 2,5.10- 12 g/sm3 (pressure is 0,5'10- 6 torr) with total gas emission rate into full solid angle
of v = 2102 g/s.
Fig.3 shows the results of densities fields calculation near the SC "ELECTRO" in the plane
"X" = 0 during operation of ETE N2.
Analysis of the effects connected with deposition and dynamics behaviour of the
condensate film arisng on the SC surface from ETE efflux products has been performed. The
calculation of the mass flow of ETE jet serves as the basis for the given analysis.
The formation of the condensate film is defined by two simultaneous processes:
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- mass inflow from ETE efflux products on the SC surface under consideration;
- mass with drawal on account of vacuum evaporation of the condensate film, which formes
*
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on the surface.
Therefore, only those components of efflux products can condensed on the SC surface for
which the first process prevail above the second process in the SC operatingg time.
Process of accumulation of the i-th component of the efflux products on surface is given by
the equaion.

dmsk/dt=

qki(t) - ((msk)qkevap(t)

(1)

where:

S-
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index "k" refers to coponent of the efflux products; index "i" - to engines ( I - summation
with respect to all engines);
- msk - surface density of mass at the surface point under consideration;
- qki - k-th component of mass flow at operation of the i-th engine;
- qevap - k-th component mass velocity of evaporation per unit of the given surface area.
1, if msk >0
s

, if msk < 0

Introduction of the function D (msk) in the equation (1) is conditioned by evaporation only
that component, which has been accumulated on the surface at the given moment. Quantity of
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accumulated mass per surface can be evaluated by integration of the equation (1).
H20 can be considered as the main source of SC contamination by ETE efflux products at
real temperatures and SC "ELECTRO" configuration.The calculations of the flow fields in
ETE jets give the quantities of H20 molecules falling on the SC body solar battery (SB)
panels. The existance time of H20 condensate film on the SC surface can vary in the wide
range from some seconds to several minutes, depending on the engine operation time.
The surface of the SC is practically free from the water condensate as the total operation
time of ETE is significantly less than the SC operation time.
In spite of little densities around spacecraft, large velocities of jet gas and extent of some
s:.jctural members (for example, SB panels) can lead to emergence of forces and moments,
which should be taken into account for calculations of the spacecraft motion dynamics with
working propulsion systems.
The given effect has double nature. Falling of correction engines exhaust jets to the SC
structural elements results firstly in loss of engine thrust and secondly occurence of disturbing
moments.
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In the first case, thrust loss brings to necessity of total thrust impuls increase and therefore
storage of propusive mass. In the second case, quantities of disturbing moments can achieve
few tens of percents from quantity of control moments due to large arms of disturbing forces.
The account of the disturbing moments allows to evaluate motion dynamics of spacecraft
around centre of mass and storage of orientaton engines propulsive mass more correctly.
The calculation of the disturbing moments from hit of engines jets on the SC structural
elements (primarily on SB pannels) have been conducted for the version of engines
arrangement shown on Fig.2.
Methods of calculation contains the approximation of SC configuration by set of 32
elements,the surfaces of which are described by equations of the second order in the local
coordinate systems, connected with each element. Possible shading of one structural elements
by other has been taken into account.
The mentioned above approximate method of engine jet calculation has been used for
determination of flow parameters in the field of ETE jets.
The calculations have shown that maximal values of moments, acting on SC at separately
working ETEs in axis"X" and "Z" don't exceed the following values:
Mx

5,6-10- 3 Nm; Mz < 2,26-10
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Nm

The mentioned quantities of disturbing moments don't exceed 2-5% from quantity of
control moments, which EIPS can create.
Maximum disturbing moments can occur relative to axis "Y" at ETE operation, which
provides unloading of engines-flywheels along the given axis. (ETE N 10,15 in version I and
ETE N9,16 in version 2).
In ths case the disturbing moments can achieve 7,8-10 - 2 Nm. and there can be a significant
decrease of control moment efficiency (upto three times).
The undesirable effect can be avoided by changing in engines arrangement (for example,
change of angle of engines arrangement on 10... 15°).

Conclusions

The problems of integration of ammonia ETEs with geostationary spacecraft "ELECTRO"
have been studied there.
ETE operation brings to increase of pressure arround the SC in 10 times ( up to 510 -5 torr)
in comparison with gas emission of structural materials.
The surface of spacecraft should be kept free from contaminatious induced by ETE efflux
products during orbital flight.
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i'here can be a significant decrease oi cuntrol moment efficiency (up to three times) due to
partial balling of jet
on SB panels. The undesirable effect can be avoided by insignificant change of engines
arrangement.
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Fig. I General view of the Electro satellite.

1- on-board TV

system;
2 - radiation cooler:
3 -TV blend;
4 - instrument platform;
5 - instrument bay:
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6 - solar panels:
7 - electric jt-sys'-m:
8 - antenna comprirx;
9 - array platform.
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